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Bottle, engraved with Anchor Hocking and Anchor Hocking logo. A graphic of a ship upon a blue
background with a roman numeral “1” with a sea green “N” underneath it. Similar to a Belgian ale
bottle, the letters are diamond shaped, with a larger “N”. The dimensions of the bottle are: Height
12.25 inches; Width 7. I have a bottle I found in Atlanta Georgia I know its a machine botllei can not find
any inf on it it is aqua green it is 8 inches tall 5 inches from top says Hagan & Dodd co below that it
says red rock below that Atlanta Georgia on very bottom says red rock if any one can help me email me
at loganwarrrengyahoo.com thanks for any help It was a bottle you get when you go to D.C. or some a
party or something. Maybe a local baseball event. When you get the bottle you want to be like “WHOA!
What is this! I never knew that! I’ll never forget this!” or some kind of that. They sell for cheap and the
bottle is really cool. It’s big, it’s heavy, it’s shaped like a swan with jagged parts, and most important it
has a label stuck on the inside that says in gold script “38 “ on the front. On the back it’s just some
random employee numbers. One of the numbers is a 9, and I know that it’s a 9 because I asked my
friend who works for Anchor Hocking. He said that it’s an 8, and we all laughed. I don’t know if that’s a
big deal, but if it is it’s kinda ridiculous. Has anyone here acquired a glass press bottle dating to the
1940's, and has a 1/8\" (.320) underneath the 9 in the corner on the bottom of the glass? A number 8.
Was looking for a date, but nothing coming up on a regular search. Thanks for any help
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